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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
The kind of hard work and dedication it takes to keep a community
humming is difficult to find—unless
you’re in Southeast Ohio, that is. My
years in this region have shown me that
the only way to accomplish anything is
by digging in with your own two hands,
and the rewards of that harvest are
abundant in this issue.
The key to the drive of this place is
the people behind it, of course. People
like Vera Crow, a 92-year-old Pomeroy spitfire who still rises with the sun
each day to ensure smooth operations
at her family-owned chain restaurant
(page 12). Like Chad Latta, a firefighter
gone dirty amidst heaps of waste at his
self-started composting business (page
14). And like the Nicolozakes family,
whose Georgetown Vineyards draws
visitors for its energy-saving practices
and hilltop views of Cambridge, not
to mention its wine and craft beer
(page 24).
This region beats on in tribute to
its past, too. The Skyview Drive-In
Theatre, the last of its kind here,
lights Lancaster with computers and
LEDs now instead of film reels and
Oldsmobile headlights (page 36). The
Civil War era owes much to Benjamin
Lundy, a prominent abolitionist memorialized in Flushing’s Underground
Railroad Museum (page 20). We even
delve into the making of moonshine
that still freely flows in the Hocking
Hills (page 22).
And what’s a farm country without
its animals? The gentle fluffballs at
Timberlane Llamas in Somerset may

be too cute to resist, but they serve
some important practical uses as well
(page 30). If this area’s unbeatable
collection of fishing holes doesn’t get
you going outside (page 32) perhaps
the boundless spirit of the rescue
dogs and horses at Bella Run Equine
will (page 41).
With so many strong hands tending
the fire in Southeast Ohio, the flame
may never go out. I hope you’ll find
these and more stories as inspiring
and affirming as we did when we wrote
them. If you just can’t get enough of us
or want to chat, we hope to also see you
at southeastohiomagazine.com and our
Twitter and Facebook pages.
Happy reading to you!
M.C. Tilton
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FINAL VINYL

Chillicothe’s Apollo Records keeps Southeast Ohio spinning
Story by SAM PARKER | Photos by DRAKE WITHERS

O

n West Union Street in Athens sits an empty
storefront that once served as a haven for
vinyl collectors. The former shop, Haffa’s
Records, closed in late September after nearly two
decades of patronage. However, the region finds
hope in the current success of Chillicothe’s Apollo
Records, owned by former Haffa’s regular Jesse
Mitten. There may be a record-sized hole left in the
heart of Athens, but do not count the vinyl trend
out just yet.
Apollo Records, named lovingly after Mitten’s
Saint Bernard, celebrated its second year of business
last November. Though opening a record store in a
small town, or anywhere, is risky, Apollo Records has
grown since it first opened its doors.
“We’ve had to reorganize the store two or three
times already just because we keep getting more
and more stuff in,” Mitten says. “Just being in
an area where there’s no record shop around, I get
people coming in from like an hour or two away. That
really helps.”
Inside the downtown record shop, bins filled
with records, from soundtracks to classic rock, line
the walls. “We don’t really focus on just one thing
because we get people liking any kind of music here,”
Mitten says. “It’s a really diverse area.” Although it is
midday on a Monday, a few regular customers drop
in to sift through the records and other pieces of merchandise, such as DVDs, posters, CDs and even a few
record players. Mitten carries on a friendly banter
with them while the radio plays classic punk-rock
songs in the background.
Although Mitten continues to find success from his
low prices, huge inventory and down-home charm,
he has had to learn the trade like any other new store
owner. “It’s a learn-as-you-go thing—learning your
market and learning the buying habits of people,”
Mitten says. As Apollo Records expands, it offers a
solace for Southeast Ohioans who crave a hip place
to find more of that vinyl sound.
Mitten credits former Haffa’s owner Andrew
Lampela as a mentor. “Haffa’s was a big part of
what got me into this,” Mitten says. “Andrew kind
of helped me out a lot when I was first getting
going.” Haffa’s may be gone, but by its influence
on Mitten, it left a legacy of making music available
in rural Ohio.
While the success of Apollo Records is encouraging, changes in the music industry cannot go ignored.
Record sales in the U.S. have increased by 12.8 mil-

lion since 1993, yet more people still stream music
online or purchase CDs. Studies show that CD sales
have fallen by 119.2 million since 2011, but in 2016,
there were 104.8 million CDs compared to 13.1 million records sold. One aspect that streaming and
compact discs do not have on the vinyl sound, however, is the passion that so many people feel for it.
“It’s a lot harder to just hit skip when you’re listening to a record. It’s a little bit more of an immersive
thing,” Lampela says.
Chris Pyle, owner of Donkey Coffee and Espresso
in Athens and a former Haffa’s customer, wholeheartedly agrees. “I can’t stand just having something
with MP3s because the quality is not nearly as
good, and there’s just something really romantic and fun about records,” Pyle says. “You get the
minor notes and you get the artwork. And I just
love it.”
Apparently, records are not always savored for
their sound. According to a recent study by The
Telegraph, only 50 percent of the records purchased today are actually being spun. Many people
buy them for their collectability or just to display on
their shelves.
What is missing from online music shopping is the
personal touch that comes with places like Haffa’s
or Apollo Records. Mitten and Pyle both mentioned
the possibility of opening another record store in the
region, recognizing that Southeast Ohio music fans
cherish the one-on-one experience. “I love that community and its people,” Pyle says. “You can’t find that
on the internet.”
OPPOSITE PAGE | Jesse Mitten stands amid a room of record-filled bins.
BELOW | A customer’s first view of Apollo Records.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Story by M.C. TILTON | Photo by BARBARA EIBEN
Railroads and bridges now line the walls of Belmont
County Juvenile Court thanks to the work of regional
artist Barbara Eiben.
Known to Belmont residents as an impressionist
painter of the county’s
landmarks, Eiben was commissioned by a judge who
wanted to showcase the scenery that makes the county feel
like home.
Eiben has been painting
murals, still lifes and more
for more than 50 years now.
“You’re never done learning
when you paint,” she says, centering her work on
watercolors, acrylics and impressionistic styles. “I
do it for myself. It’s an enjoyable release for me.”
As a regional artist, she also feels connected to a
broader network of female artists in Appalachia. “We
don’t have an art guild in St. Clairsville, so it can get
pretty lonely,” she says. “But that’s why I go around
to seminars in the area. The artist community is very
relatable and supportive, and you can kick around

different ideas with each other.”
Connectivity is an important facet of regional
artistry. Kari Gunter-Seymour,
who founded and curates the
Women of Appalachia Project
to gather local female artists
together, finds great value in
the work of artists like Eiben.
“Providing opportunities for
females from the Appalachian
region to exhibit their art,
raw and unfiltered, allows us
to openly celebrate our heritage and culture, throw open
the
doors,
share
our
experiences and ideals, and challenge
the stereotype,” Gunter-Seymour says.
Among regional female artists, Eiben distinguishes
her work with thin yet visible brush strokes, carefully
separated colors and the impression of shifting light. But
her long-standing appreciation of all art allows
her to define it much more broadly: “Art is art whether
you’re going to paint it on a piece of wood or canvas.”

PAINT THE TOWN

ABOVE | Barbara Eiben’s impressionist scenes of local
landmarks are easily recognized in the Belmont County area.

Story by ETHAN FELDERSTEIN | Photo by HAIYUN JIANG

On an unusually warm day last fall, Frank Casto fired
paintballs at a target latched onto a tall tree near his
shop. The dye-filled capsules zoomed through the
humid air. As they ricocheted off the target, the paintballs splattered and burst into a cloud of colors.
Casto owns and operates J&J
Sporting Goods Paintball Park
in Washington County. Located
on 100 acres of land, the paintball park is the largest of its
kind in Southeast Ohio. He has
seen many changes in the sport
throughout his nearly 30 years
in the paintball industry.
One is that paintball guns
are now called markers. A
bigger change is that paintball is enjoyed by a wider variety of people. When
Casto opened J&J Sporting Goods Paintball Park
in 1995, he says the sport’s participants were primarily wealthy individuals. But, as paintball hit the
mainstream in the mid-2000s, costs went down and
participation in the sport went up. According to the
Outdoor Foundation, 5.5 million participants played
paintball in 2007. Since that peak, participation has
dropped some.

Casto has a few ideas on why numbers are down.
Some news stories, he believes, put paintball in a
negative light. But the sport is “not about violence
or hatred,” Casto says.
Casto adds that paintball is safe for all intents
and purposes. According to
the American Sports Data,
the paintball industry reports
the fewest injuries with 0.2
injuries per 1,000 participants.
That makes it safer than baseball, cheerleading, racquetball
and tennis.
Some paintball statistics are
on the upswing. Sales of paintball equipment have increased
from $132 million in 2014 to
$169 million in 2017, according to the Sports and
Fitness Industry Association.
J&J Sporting Goods Paintball Park has a solid
pack of regulars who enjoy the sport. For instance,
16-year-old Anthony Jones spends his weekends
immersed in paintball, and he has been doing so
since he was 12. He enjoys going outside and doing
something that he cannot do on a video game screen.
In Marietta, paintball continues to fire interest.
ABOVE | J&J Paintball Park owner Frank Casto takes aim.
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BEHIND THE BITE
From Havarti to hamburgers, pies to fries, these local
eateries cater to their communities. Meet the selfstarting women who feed our craving for comfort food.

PHOTO | Customers at Millie’s Restaurant
gravitate toward coconut cream pie, the
most popular dessert on the menu.
Photo by Nickolas Oatley.
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BEHIND THE BITE

CHILL SPOT

Dolan’s treats customers like family

ABOVE | The Chill and Grill served its first customer
eight years ago. Since then, the restaurant has been a
Pleasant City favorite.

Story by CHARLEE COBB | Photo by HALDAN KIRSCH

D

olan’s Chill and Grill is more than just one
of the best stops for good food in Guernsey
County. This small mom-and-pop restaurant
in Pleasant City holds a collection of good people and
great memories.
Inside, you see all the history that Pleasant City
has to offer. Cola bottles from the former Pleasant
City bottling plant sit on shelves. Photographs from
old convenience stores and knickknacks from the
1960s adorn the walls. For owner Donna Dolan,
several factors influenced her decision to open the
restaurant, including the desire to start a new project
and the love she has for Pleasant City and its people.
At the height of the recession in 2008, Dolan needed
a new business for herself after her antique store and
mini golf course had closed. Undiscouraged, Dolan
still wanted to be her own boss. She found inspiration
in a book by Martha Stewart, which noted that all
businesses should “find a need and do it.” And she
found that “need” in the heart of town.
“This drive-thru had been up for sale for a while,
and I told my husband, ‘If it’s still for sale in the
spring, I’m buying it,’” Dolan says.
She was determined to do right by the town, and
her patience paid off. Dolan’s Chill and Grill has been
open between the months of March and September
for the last eight years. Families come from all over
for its famous chicken salad, french fries, hamburgers
and ice cream treats. Pets can even enjoy a little scoop
of sweetness with Dolan’s “pup cups.”
But Dolan insists that consistency is key to what
keeps her customers coming back. There is no room
for error. The meat for the burgers is sourced from
8 | So ut he as t O h io

her own farm. Veggies for the salads are always fresh
and hand cut to order. Dolan believes feeding people
well means treating people well.
For many, Dolan’s Chill and Grill is a second
home. It’s a place where two young girls can pick
up “special” lactose-free ice cream. It’s the diner
where students at the neighboring high school get their
first summer jobs. It’s where two regulars each have
their special spots, appropriately named “Bill’s and
Jake’s Corners.”
All who walk through her doors are considered family, so Dolan serves the food that her own
family enjoys, like her personal favorite: a classic
hamburger with fries. Many of the dishes at Dolan’s
Chill and Grill are family recipes handed down by
three generations.
Without the support and love from her children
and husband, Dolan says, the Chill and Grill would
not have been a possibility. Being appreciative of
that, Dolan makes sure she treats her customers with
the same love and respect.
“When you run a small business like this, you have
to treat your customers better than right,” she says.
The end of the season is bittersweet. Dolan does
not set a concrete closing date because she hates to
say goodbye to her friends. Now, going on season
nine in March, Dolan cannot believe that she has run
the Chill and Grill for so long.
“Originally, this started as something I could fix
up and give to the town,” Dolan says. “Be here for a
couple of years and then someone would continue it.
I never thought I would fall in love with it.”

PHOTO | Rhea Caldwell says presentation, taste and texture
are the most important factors when selecting her cheeses.

BEHIND THE BITE

SHARPER WITH AGE

Stop at Monroe County’s go-to place for cheese, jams and more
Story by CRISTINA SICARD | Photo by PATRICK CONNOLLY

I

t has been said that cheese tastes better when
it’s old. Ables Cheese in Sardis in Monroe
County has certainly aged, and many of its customers have, too. But people cannot stay away from
this mom-and-pop store. Why? “The cheese!” customers agree.
Inside, laughter and country music fill the air, and
as one customer exits, more shoes shuffle in across
the wood floor. From behind the counter, owner Rhea
Caldwell proudly asks every customer, “How are
you today?”
Caldwell’s sparkly blue eyes and spunky blond hair
complement her go-getter attitude. “If you want it to
happen, you do it yourself. You go into business for
yourself,” Caldwell says.
The original owner, Edward Henry, who founded
the store in the early 1960s, named the place Ables
Cheese so it could be listed first in the phone book.
Caldwell saw a sign for Ables Cheese once on her way
down to the beach, but thought nothing of it. On May
2, 1988, Caldwell bought the store, with no experience in business and no knowledge of cheese.
“I thought it would be a little bit easier for a
25-year-old to throw somebody out who tried to steal
a piece of cheese than it would be to throw somebody
out who was in a bar fight,” Caldwell says about deciding her lifetime commitment.
Every Friday at 6 a.m., she climbed into her Chevy
pickup truck and traveled two hours north to Amish
country. There, she sampled and hand-selected the
cheese to be sold. It was not until the last decade that
companies started delivering the cheese. Seldom
craving those trips these days, Caldwell says, “I had
hams and trail bolognas pinging off my head whenever I was going around a turn.”
In the store, customers are encouraged and
cajoled to try all the different cheeses—Swiss

cheeses that range from natural to sharp, pungent
Double Gloucester with Blue Stilton, pizza-flavored,
cranberry-flavored, pepperoni-flavored and the
favorite, Longhorn.
In the kitchen, employees slab up slices of bacon
to mix with horseradish. This condiment, as well as
the sharp cheddar spread, are Ables Cheese’s own.
Walls of goodies adorn the shop. There are jams
and jellies, hot jalapeños and sweet mustards. And
pickled brussel sprouts and asparagus, Valentine’s
Day chocolates, classic Coca-Colas, wine and crackers, plus old-fashioned penny candy.
When evening rolls around, so does one particular customer. John Fordyce travels an hour from
Parkersburg, West Virginia, to work on a pipeline
near Ables. When asked how many times he has been
here, he mutters, “Uhhh,” with a shy smile. Before
he answers, Caldwell pops from behind the counter,
chiming in, “Too much!” He cannot help but laugh,
knowing these trail bologna sandwiches dominate his
lunches and dinners.
Ables Cheese has other frequenters, too. Jill Price
worked for Ables from age 18 to 21 and now her son
works at the store. Dona Fedio worked at a time when
the cheeses could be set out at room temperature.
Today, the cheeses are shelved in a Pepsi-labeled
fridge next to the counter.
Fedio now mails a care package of cheese to her
brother in Philadelphia every year for his birthday.
Even Bill Clinton’s mom received trail bologna from
Ables Cheese.
Early on, Caldwell had debated if she was smart
enough to run this business because she lacked a college degree, but she found a way to tough it out on
her own. “Sometimes if you want it bad enough,” she
says, “you can make it happen.”
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MADE
BY MILLIE
From foundation to food,
everything here was
crafted by hand

ABOVE | Millie Duncan creates scrumptious pies like the lemon meringue, banana cream and coconut cream.

Story by CALLI WHALEY | Photo by NICKOLAS OATLEY

L

ike its famous pies, Millie’s Restaurant was
built from scratch. Nearly 30 years ago,
Millie Duncan’s husband got tired of people
coming into their house for Millie’s food, so he
built her a restaurant next door. What started in
the home is now a full-time restaurant, bakery and
catering provider.
Located in Middleport on the southern edge of
Meigs County, Millie’s Restaurant is the definition
of homegrown. Duncan says she started baking to use
eggs from the chickens in her barn. She then began
selling food from home because her kids and their
friends loved her food and flocked to her house for
lunch. As the business grew in popularity, the building grew, too.
Millie’s Restaurant attracts nearby neighbors and
far-off travelers. Kelly Barnett, a waitress at Millie’s, says, “I had [customers] from Little Hocking
and they had relatives that were from Arizona and
Nebraska.” Southeast Ohio natives Bob Evans and his
wife, Jewell, once ate at Millie’s. Duncan’s popular
pies are sent all over the country by request.
Barnett says that over half the customers are regulars, and because of that, Duncan knows her patrons.
Kathy and Wayne Thomas, who live across the street
from the restaurant, eat there several times a week.
Wayne says they live “too close.” Kathy adds, “I’ve
been here longer than it’s been here.”
“I figured Kathy would know anything about
this restaurant. She’s been looking at it for 29
years,” Duncan adds.
1 0 | So ut h e ast O h io

The inside of the restaurant looks like a home
kitchen. Mark Hudson, a Millie’s regular, says he
likes “the home feel and the home cooking” of the
restaurant. Like many kitchens, the restaurant is a
place to collect family knickknacks. “People see that
I collect certain things and they bring me stuff,”
Duncan says. The family pictures on the walls are of
her parents and her husband’s great grandparents.
Outside, the restaurant looks welcoming. It sits
next to a big red barn and Duncan’s house. There
is a front porch with main doors, a side door with a
“Millie’s” sign over it and a back porch that is home
to Sadie, the friendly rat terrier, who is a bit deaf. Like
the items inside, Sadie was once dropped off. Seven
years later, she is a beloved part of the Duncan family
and restaurant.
The food is authentic. Duncan locally sources
as many ingredients as possible, picking the green
peppers from her own garden. The coconut cream
pie, the most popular pie on the menu, is a recipe
from Duncan’s husband’s Aunt Winnie. Duncan and
another baker, Tracy Moon, make every part of the
pies, including the crusts and meringue. Mashed
potatoes, ribs, baked goods and garden salad are all
created from scratch. The most popular meals are the
baked steak, pork chops, and chicken and noodles,
all homemade as well.
Millie’s Restaurant celebrates its 30th anniversary on March 17. Surely there will be enough pie
for everyone.

BEYOND THE ICE

IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

Here’s a look at the voice
of OHIO hockey

Story by ROBBIE DIPAOLA
Photo by HAIYUN JIANG

T

he Ohio University hockey team takes
the ice for a game at Bird Arena. A loud,
booming voice roars throughout the
crowded rink. “WELCOME TO THE ICE YOUR
O-HII-OOO BOBCATS!!!”
That is the voice of 32-year-old Jacob Jakuszeit,
public address announcer for the hockey team.
Jakuszeit announces with passion and clearly
enjoys what he does. But, outside the limelight, he
has personal ambitions as well. Just like a hockey
player’s set of skates, each blade carving up the ice
in tandem, Jakuszeit’s two personas work together
to make him a juggernaut of positivity for Athens.
For the last 10 seasons, Jakuszeit has worked as a
volunteer for the hockey team. Remarkably, he has
announced every single home game except two over
the last four years.
Jakuszeit sits back in his chair and smiles as
he recalls his first experience as the announcer.
He says it was completely different from what
he does now. At first, he would just show up and
read a script given to him before the game. But as
Jakuszeit became more comfortable on the microphone, he began to develop his own style. Some of
what he said during games would resonate with
the crowd. He kept this material in his repertoire,
while other techniques that “didn’t stick,” he left
by the wayside.
Through the years, he has become exceptional
at announcing. People recognize his voice throughout Athens, even when he just grabs a bite to eat.
“At first I would walk up and down the stands and
no one knew who I was, but now people stop me
all the time. I’ve had someone recognize me by
my voice in the McDonald’s drive-thru as I am
ordering a value meal. They asked me, ‘Are you
the hockey announcer?’” Jakuszeit says, trying to
contain his laughter.
Jakuszeit’s love of hockey has a personal connection. There is a button on his desk with a picture
of his brother, who played hockey in high school.
His brother passed away several years ago. He vividly recalls the sound of fast slashing skates and the
smell of the concession stand that he experienced
when he watched his brother play hockey. Jakuszeit
describes his brother as “his hero growing up.”
The hockey team appreciates the excitement

ABOVE | Jacob Jakuszeit’s love for OHIO hockey is on full display as he loudly cheers on the
Bobcats from his usual location high above the ice.

Jakuszeit generates for home games. Just ask OHIO
hockey Head Coach Sean Hogan. “Oh man, he is the
best!” Hogan says with a huge grin on his face. “He
definitely brings energy for us. Jake is just a staple of
the game day here.”
Though many residents in Athens know Jakuszeit
for what he does on Friday and Saturday nights, he
does much more away from the ice. For one, he works
the graveyard shift at Alden Library at OHIO. He
chuckles at the irony of working in a library where
people are typically quiet, when he is most known
for his loud, distinctive voice.
Additionally, Jakuszeit is involved with OHIO’s
campus planning and the city of Athens’ comprehensive master plan. Within this role Jakuszeit
evaluates budgets and prioritizes OHIO’s campus
needs. Urban and regional planning went from being
a curiosity to his major and what he plans to make his
future career.
Jakuszeit’s interests throughout Athens come back
full circle to his love of hockey. His involvement with
OHIO’s master planning has allowed him to oversee
potential plans for a new ice rink at the university.
While there are no plans currently for a new ice arena,
it has been identified as a future campus recreation
need for the university.
Jakuszeit has big goals for himself, but they are
not on his mind when he is behind the microphone.
Out on the ice, the Bobcats are in a battle. Jakuszeit
intently watches the game. Suddenly, OHIO scores.
Jakuszeit cues the goal music, sending the fans into
a frenzy, and shouts, “O-HIII-OOOOO GOAL!”
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IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

COLONEL

CROW

PHOTO | KFC-Long
John Silver’s owner Vera
Crow runs a tight ship in
her kitchen.
BELOW | At 92 years old,
Crow puts her hands and
heart into her work.

Owner Vera Crow commands small
restaurant with a big heart
Story by ALLIE WHITE | Photos by AUSTIN JANNING

V

era Crow wakes up every morning and walks
down two flights of stairs, turns on the coffee
maker and then walks back up the stairs to get
dressed. Vera Crow is 92 years old. She is not even
5 feet tall. But, every day of the week, she heads off
to work by first light ready
to do anything her small,
hardened hands can do.
It’s not a far walk to
her place of work. In fact,
she lives right next door
to the Kentucky Fried
Chicken-Long John Silver’s that her family has
owned for more than
60 years, though it was
originally called Crow’s
Steak House. Through
the decades, Crow and
her Pomeroy restaurant have stood determinedly
on the banks of the Ohio River always ready to help
customers and workers alike.
1 2 | So ut h e ast O h io

“Well, I believe in working, number one,” Crow
says in her frank, no-bull tone. “No matter what —
you have to work at something. You can’t just sit
around and not do anything.”
Crow became the main owner of the restaurant
along with son Danny
Crow after her husband
passed in 1996. She is the
only one left of many of
her friends—something
she is well aware of.
“Yeah, Mom says that
a lot these days, ‘I’m the
only one left,’” her daughter, Debbie Gilkey, leans
in and says. Gilkey sits
steadfastly beside Crow
in a side booth inside
the KFC they have both
known for so long. They share the same forgiving
benevolence in their eyes.
When you get to be 92 years old, you will have

inevitably lost some friends. But it
is not inevitable that you will have
lived in a town that has lost much
of its population and many of its
small businesses.
However, Crow is not one to
dwell. Many small towns in southeastern Ohio, like Pomeroy, were
once centers for booming coal
industries that have now ingloriously faded. Pomeroy is in Meigs
County, one of the poorest counties in Ohio, according to Ohio
History Central.
Crow cannot sit still. She walks
over to the front door and points
toward the Ohio River. She rem- ABOVE | Originally opened in 1953, Crow’s Steak House is now a KFC-Long John Silver’s.
inisces about years of watching
giant barges smoothly rolling down the river and
All the employees start grinning. Everyone wants
their counterparts struggling to carry their loads to tell the next “Vera story.” Crow, unamused, is curup-current past her little restaurant. There used to rently caught up wondering if she should head back
be more barges carrying coal, but some still come to the bank for the second time that day. She is frugal.
these days, she says.
She always likes to know where her ones and tens are.
So it goes. Some boats glide effortlessly with
But her employees keep on teasing. Susaan Knight,
the current. Others stubbornly battle upstream all who is going on 52 years of service, pulls a ten out
the way.
of her pocket and brags to Crow about the tip she
Crow began her life in rural Texas on a 5,000-acre just got. Turning away from Crow, Knight says with
ranch. She doesn’t remember the Great Depression, a playful smile, “She’s a good ol’ woman. But she
which would have started when she was about 4 years watches us like a hawk, and that’s the truth.”
old. But, she does remember those hot Texas weekCrow is anxious to get to the bank now. She sits
ends working on the ranch. She was one of seven kids. —then stands. Her gray pants, jacket and scarf,
Her father proudly saved enough money to ensure along with the stories give the impression of a
that five of the seven kids graduated from college.
tough exterior.
It was at Southwestern University, in Georgetown,
Leach is not finished telling stories. “Customers
Texas, where Crow met her future husband, Tom will say, ‘Why is that poor old lady out there sweepCrow, who was stationed there because of his posi- ing the parking lot?’ and I’ll tell em’, ‘Well, you don’t
tion with the navy during World War II. She wasted know her!” Leach says.
no time at the university, finishing her degree by
From cooking to cleaning to counting the drawer,
age 19.
Crow has done it all for her restaurant. It wasn’t
Once the pair married, they packed up and trav- always a KFC. Tom Crow’s family once had a gas staeled back to Ohio. Initially, Crow was not all that tion there in the ’50s that they proudly turned into
impressed with Ohio. Everything is, of course, bigger Crow’s Steak House in 1953.
in Texas, she says, “except me! I’m real short, and
But, in 1960, Colonel Sanders came through the
that’s why they sent me up here.”
bustling river town peddling his chicken franchise.
For Crow, moving was just, as she says, “some- The Crows accepted his exceptional chicken recipe,
thing I did. I didn’t know anybody. It was hard, but and KFC allowed them to keep their sit-down, famithen you get to know people, regular customers.” A ly-style diner with all their home-cooked food. Until
softness returns to her effervescent blue eyes. She 2003, that is, when KFC changed its mind and forced
loves talking to customers. She also loves her work- them to build a new KFC-Long John Silver’s that
ers. And they love her.
would only serve chain food.
The late afternoon crew are eager to leave
When the homemade food was gone, many of the
their fryers and managerial duties to come share regular customers left with it. “That was devastat“Vera stories.”
ing,” Gilkey says. “But you wouldn’t know it from her.
“Well, she’s stubborn, set in her ways, routine,” Mom is very adaptable. She carries on.”
Debbie Leach says, a 38-year employee. “It’s that
There is a kindness that has not died in Pomeroy.
Texas-German in her. I remember one time, she’s Crow may have her tough outer layer, but she also
back there stompin’ her foot and sayin’, ‘I own this has a big, Texas heart. Out on the river, a lone barge
place and I do what I want!’”
carrying coal chugs upstream.
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PHOTO | Chad Latta inspects a sample of his light, fluffy compost.

A Man and his Microbes
Chad Latta changes the compost landscape in Athens County

W

Story by JULIA BROWN | Photos by DANIEL LINHART

earing brown from head to toe, Chad Latta
of Latta Earthworks seems to blend into
the piles of compost that surround him. A
slight breeze blows, yet the air is quiet. “Welcome to
my sandbox,” Latta says with a smile. The compost
site, which sits just outside the city of Athens, is a
far cry from the noise and activity of the county seat.
“This is where I like to unwind,” Latta says. “This is
just my getaway.”
Latta, a firefighter with the Athens Fire Department, started his business in 2012 after a gardening
competition with his fellow firefighters to see who
could grow the most tomatoes. Latta’s tomato plants
were not doing well, and he discovered the area lacks
quality topsoil. “I realized what I had to do was not
bring in more soil because there’s not good soil
around here. I had to make the soil I had better, and
that’s where the compost comes in,” Latta says.
Soon, Latta was collecting free manure from horse
farms and composting it with leaves, and his tomatoes were thriving. “I had, like, 200 tomato plants,
1 4 | So ut h e ast O h io

and I hate tomatoes,” Latta says jokingly. After
running into some people who expressed interest
in a local composting site, Latta decided to take a
composting class at the Ohio State University Agricultural Technical Institute in Wooster to become a
certified composter. He then faced the task of becoming certified with the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency. Latta Earthworks is currently registered as a
Class III composting site, which means it can accept
yard waste, agricultural waste and animal waste for
its compost.
Latta’s business is one of only a few Class III sites
in Southeast Ohio. Composting operations often tend
to be municipal-owned due to the amount of money,
equipment and inventory required. Latta, who formerly worked in construction with large excavation
machinery, did not need to buy new equipment. “My
wife would tell you I live every little boy’s dream
because I play with firetrucks and I play with equipment all day,” Latta says.
He uses his machinery to mix the manure and

RIGHT | Latta surveys his
property from atop one
of several compost piles.
BELOW | Morning light
reflects off a tub grinder,
which is used to break
down wood to provide
carbon to the compost.

ABOVE | Steam rolls off piles of compost, which can
reach temperatures of up to 150 degrees.

other organic material, like leaves and wood chips,
and arrange it into rows. “It’s like mixing lemonade.
You’ve got to have it just right,” Latta says. As the
compost matures, Latta “fluffs” it, or churns it to
allow more oxygen into it. “In composting, you have
a bunch of microbes. They’re tiny organisms just
like you and me. And what do we need to survive?
Oxygen, water and food,” Latta says. “As long as you
keep the rows fluffed and keep the correct moisture
content in there, you keep them happy.”
Perhaps the most crucial part of the composting
process is applying heat. The compost piles will heat
to 150 degrees, which kills any pathogens or other
unwanted microorganisms. Latta is required to
send his compost to Westerville, Ohio, to be tested
by an independent lab, CLC Labs, before selling it.
He also tracks the inventory of compost leaving his
facility, and this counts toward Athens County’s recycling credits. Latta hopes to help Athens County in
other ways as well. “My goal is for this place to be
self-sufficient and create a couple local jobs,” Latta
says. “The ultimate thing would be for this place

to get big enough so that it could pay a couple of
people’s income.”
Currently, however, the business is a one-man job,
unless you count the microbes. “I do employ millions
of microbes.” Latta says. “It’s me and a bunch of
microbes working together. Me and Mother Nature
kicking butt to help save her.” Latta and Mother
Nature work hard. Latta also recently partnered
with White’s Mill in Athens to sell a bagged version
of his compost.
There’s no need to worry about the manure component stinking up a car while driving home, either.
The carbon from wood chips and other materials
neutralizes the manure, making it smell earthy, like
the way it smells after it rains. Rain is an important
factor in the composting process, helping the compost maintain the proper moisture levels to cure.
But more important for this operation are Latta’s
time, sweat and heart that go into the compost every
step of the way. Latta’s dedication to his end product is clear in one of his ideas for the business’ next
slogan: Composting Dung Right.
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Lunch Period

School’s
out, café’s in at the former
ABOVE | The Albany Café slowly fills with patrons before lunchtime.
Alexander Elementary School

Story by WILL EDMONDS | Photo by MACK WAGNER

O

ne Athens County resident is doing her part to
ensure the old Alexander Elementary School
in Albany doesn’t meet the fate of other
historic buildings left vacant and deteriorating in
the area.
Dee Douglas has been owner and operator of the
Albany Café in the former school since 2014, after a
vacancy from original owner Amy Foster. Douglas
operates the restaurant seven days a week with help
from her daughter, Carissa. Douglas’ workforce
consists of 21 high school and college students along
with local adults. The staff’s dedication has helped
the café make its mark in the Albany community,
where it’s quickly become a town favorite.
The National Register of Historic Places recognizes 27 historically designated buildings in Athens
County with five of these locations marked as vacant.
The success of the Albany Café and its positive impact
on the community shows what can happen when passion and love meld together for the betterment of
a city.
Bob and Gwyneth Church have been customers
since day two of the café’s opening. The couple made
the trip to eat at the Albany Café on opening day but
had to return the following day after the restaurant ran out of entrées from all of the business. The
Churches, who live about a mile away, meet with a
small group of friends every Thursday and haven’t
missed a week since their first visit.
“It’s weird being back in school,” Bob Church says
with a charismatic grin. He clearly loves the café,
adding, “If it wasn’t for this place, it’d [Albany] be
pretty dry.”
Gwyneth Church chimes in, noting that the only
other places near Albany to get food are Ray’s Harvest House on East Clinton Street and the Subway
1 6 | So ut h e ast O h io

on Blizzard Lane. The Albany Café is the only other
sit-down restaurant in the area after Ray’s.
Paul Schmittauer, an electronics technician at Ohio
University, is one of the group members who meet at
the café with the Churches every week. He appreciates the long hours of the café, saying that the Albany
Café has seamlessly molded itself into the community.
Schmittauer agrees Albany “needs restaurants and
service locations.” He was also quick to mention that
he’s never heard of another restaurant that operates
out of an old school.
The Albany Café takes the word “local” to heart.
Douglas shops for all of the café’s groceries at the
Albany farmers market. The only items the café serves
that come pre-packaged and frozen are a few appetizers; even the french fries are cut on site. Douglas
briefly attempted to start a garden behind the building
to grow fresh ingredients, but a family of five deer
forced her to rethink the expansion. The deer would
eat everything before she had the chance to pick it for
the restaurant.
Operating the restaurant has been a positive venture for Douglas, who says the best part of operating
the Albany Café is having the opportunity to interact
with her local community.
Douglas says customers, in turn, have embraced
the café. “They call us their Cheers,” she says, referring
to the hit 1980s television show.
Thanks to Douglas, this one-time school is renewing its role as a community gathering place.

ALBANY CAFÉ

5196 Washington Road, Albany, OH 45710
Open: Monday–Saturday from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
(740) 698-3663
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I like to help people. If I can
help them, I’ll do it.”
JIM PULLINS, Pomeroy mail carrier

PACKAGE DEAL

Walking Pomeroy’s streets for more than three decades, this duo doubles as mail
carriers and neighborhood watch
Story by SARAH FRANKS | Photos by FRANCESCA BENEDETTO
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ABOVE | Jim Pullins loads the morning’s mail. He believes that all the walking and lifting he does for his job has kept him healthy over the years.

7

:30 a.m.—As street lamps finish their midnight
shift and flicker off one by one, the double front
doors of the Pomeroy Post Office hold back the
only visible light source on a sleepy 2nd Street.
For 31 years, Jim Pullins and Jan Davis have been
the first people to wake up and greet Pomeroy’s
morning streets. Some might say that the two know
better than anyone how a misty dawn feels in Southeast Ohio—including if anything is amiss in the city
they serve.
The veteran postal service workers shuffle into
their individual sorting stations as they begin putting
their route’s packages, magazines, letters—although
fewer than ever—catalogs and bills in order. Both
move with a coolness and ease that only comes after
perfecting this routine for more than three decades.
As the hour-long preparation process picks up
pace, the mailroom grows louder. The rustling of
letters and squeaking of mail carts echo off cement
walls as carriers at adjacent stations organize their
own mail to be delivered. High-pitched bleeps and
dings from electronic trackers scanning in the day’s
packages are relatively new sounds that add to the
bustle of the office.
Davis, who is 61 years old, has been delivering mail
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to rural homes on the outskirts of Pomeroy ever since
deciding her nursing assistant career wasn’t enough
to pay the bills. Davis became the first female fulltime rural carrier in Pomeroy at a time when men
were the face of the U.S. Postal Service. Soon, she
will be the first woman to retire at the Pomeroy
Post Office.
The granddaughter and daughter of seasoned mail
carriers, Davis might have been destined to take a
career with the U.S. Postal Service. Even as a little
girl, she delivered mail from the passenger seat of
her dad’s mail truck.
Pullins, now 72, traded his military uniform for
the navy blue U.S. Postal Service uniform in 1969.
“We’re going out together, right, Jim?” Davis
says over the noise, referring to their unknown retirement dates.
The mail-moving duo shoot the breeze and throw
their humor and wit back and forth across the busy
room as they have for so many years.
“I’m in good health, thank God. I like to work. I
like people,” Pullins says. “I like to help people. If I
can help them, I’ll do it.”
Aside from being two of the most familiar faces
around the community, that’s what Pullins and Davis

do—help people. They help the pups of Pomeroy
receive their monthly shipment of dog food, help
prescriptions get where they need to go and help
Christmas cards reach loved ones in time. But more
importantly, they help keep Pomeroy safe every day.
“People talk to you,” Pullin says. “They’ll talk
to you and share with you what’s going on in their
life. I always check with people, ‘How you feeling?’
You know, ‘What’s going on?’ And they’ll tell me.”
Postal workers’ relationships with their customers
go beyond routine chitchat and life updates. Carriers
have been unsung neighborhood watchdogs for as
long as the service has been around. They will check
in on the elderly and those living alone if mail ever
begins to pile up.
As for dogs, the long-sworn enemy of mail carriers,
Pullins and Davis have dealt with their share. But
no number of angry canines, slippery ice patches or
heavy packages could stop the two from completing
their routes.
“I like the fact that you would come in here,
get your work done, then you go out and no one
is breathing down your neck,” Davis says. “You’re
on your own. You’re out in the country. You get to
see nature.”

The role of the postal service worker is important
in neighborhoods around the world. America has
created a special place in its heart for the timeless,
romanticized image of a smiling mail carrier pushing
through a foot of snow to bring letters from loved
ones right to the front door. It is a cherished human
interaction in a booming digital age.
“We used to feel important. We had so much First
Class Mail. Now so much is sent through email,”
Davis says.
So while delivering the growing number of large
Amazon and eBay packages keep the two in better
shape than most 40-year-olds, Pullins and Davis say
customers are missing intimate handwritten letters
more than ever.
“Letter mail, you can sit down and put down your
deepest thoughts on paper and communicate them
with someone else through the mail,” Pullins says.
4 p.m.—Pullins’ route is complete and he has
logged another seven or eight miles of walking. He
turns in his keys and heads home to his wife of almost
50 years. He will see Davis in the morning, and they
will head out onto Pomeroy’s streets once again with
the same toughness and enthusiasm they have kept
all these years.

BELOW | Jan Davis gabs with coworkers as she sorts the day’s mail before heading out on her route.
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IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
RIGHT | A statue of a woman stands with its
hands on its hips in the Underground
Railroad Museum. The statue is a part
of voodoo, a religion in West Africa.
BELOW | Portrait of Benjamin Lundy.
Photo: Wikimedia Commons.

Lundy’s Legacy

This Belmont County museum preserves
message of equality

Story and Photos by ELIZABETH BACKO

A

white building on the corner of East High and
Market streets in Flushing has a pink sign
hanging on its front door that reads “This
place matters.” Travelers who venture inside will
find centuries of American history from children’s
books to an old yoke worn by slaves during the
Middle Passage.
“There are still thousands and thousands of stories
to be told about the system called the Underground
Railroad,” says John S. Mattox, a lover of history
and curator of the Underground Railroad Museum
in Flushing.
The Underground Railroad Museum at 121 East
High Street holds the story of Benjamin Lundy, an
abolitionist who left a mark on Belmont County with
his dedication to freedom for all people.
HISTORY IN THE MAKING
Lundy was born in Sussex, New Jersey. As a young
man, he started an apprenticeship as a saddler in
Wheeling, Virginia, which later became West Virginia. In Benjamin Lundy and the Struggle for Negro
Freedom, author Merton L. Dillon writes that Lundy
saw slaves being marched down the street from slave
pens to be auctioned off. After he married his wife in
1815, he moved to St. Clairsville, and Lundy set forth
to take action against the injustices he witnessed.
2 0 | So ut h e ast O h io

Gabe Hays, the owner of Lundy’s house in St. Clairsville, says what Lundy witnessed “burned” in him and
Quakers in general.
“I have long had [this cause] in contemplation,”
Lundy wrote, according to Dillon’s book, “and have
resolved, and fully determined, never to lay it down
while I breathe, or until the end be attained.”
In 1816, the Union Humane Society began. The
society, one of the first of its kind in the area, was an
appeal to the public to eliminate slavery, Mattox says.
The group started with five people and quickly grew
to more than 500. Lundy preached his message, and
his ideals were carried by others across the nation. In
1817, he learned more about journalism and how the
written word could be influential in the movement to
end slavery.
In Mount Pleasant, in 1821, the prospectus for
Lundy’s Genius of Universal Emancipation, a
newspaper dedicated to slavery, was published.
On some occasions, Lundy resumed work as a
saddler once again to pay for the expenses of
printing the Genius. He walked from Mount Pleasant to Steubenville distributing the papers to
people in Ohio. Lundy continued the fight until he
died at age 50.
“He really doesn’t get a lot of due notice for the
incredible central role he played. He was the spark

that ignited fire that led to the extermination of slavery,” Hays, a landscape architect, says.

VISIT THE MUSEUM

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays
PASSING ON STORIES
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Underground Railroad Museum started back
& other days by appointment
in 1984. Mattox previously showcased different
pieces of history in his insurance company office to
draw people in the door.
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
The collection began with his wife, Rosalind, who
People continue to fight for Lundy’s legacy to live
died six years ago. Mattox says she is still his “jour- on in Belmont County and beyond. For many, it is
ney director.” They stopped at historical sights while about educating the next generation.
traveling. “When you turn off when you see those
Hays purchased the Lundy house in St. Clairsville
signs, you never know what you’re going to run into,” in the early 2000s. He went in with three business
Mattox says.
partners. The group purchased the house to preserve
When people stop in the museum for the first its history. Hays says nothing indicates it was a stop
time, Mattox says some are surprised, especially if on the Underground Railroad, but it is a vital part
he can tell them something new about their culture. of history.
He never hones in on just one subject. Instead Mattox
The house has sentimental value, too. Hays says
tells people a little bit about everything to help visi- as a Christian, he remembers a sermon he listened
tors learn more.
to in a Methodist church
“This is a different type of
that touched on the
museum,” Mattox says. “I let
idea of purpose in life.
Because when you feel a yoke
you feel. I let you touch. Because
He cannot imagine a
that’s been around someone’s
when you feel a yoke that’s been
neck 200 years ago, it gives you better example of somearound someone’s neck 200 years
one dedicating their life
a different understanding of
ago, it gives you a different underin the way that Lundy
American history.”
standing of American history.”
dedicated his to ending
People from everywhere visit
slavery.
JOHN S. MATTOX, museum curator
the museum, including school
“It’s just amazing to
kids and people who notice the
me that intestinal fortisign on I-70 and take exit 204 into Flushing. Mattox tude of one individual to make a difference in God’s
said the museum is acclimated to the community.
kingdom for such a noble purpose,” Hays says. “For
Mattox’s Lundy presentation is one of his favorites me, it is an incredible example of American history
to give. He added that it is admirable how Lundy kept and how one American can make a huge difference.”
moving forward with his fight despite pressure from
Terry Pugh, the mayor of St. Clairsville, says the
outside groups—even when he was attacked by mobs, Lundy house has always been understood as an
the abolitionist continued.
integral part to Belmont and the history of the Under“He kept doing his thing because he realized [in] ground Railroad movement.
Quakerism, you follow God’s law,” Mattox says. “You
“I think John has put a whole new perspective on
don’t follow man’s law.”
how important this area was to the Underground
Railroad movement,” Pugh says.
Mattox is working to purchase
the Lundy house in St. Clairsville
to make it an official part of the
Underground Railroad Museum.
Mattox wants that history to
live on. Tearing down or removing
a piece of history means the next
generation may not understand
their history, he says.
“I want to make sure our
next generation knows someone was responsible for us being
here today,” Mattox says, “and
one of those individuals is Benjamin Lundy.”
ABOVE | John Mattox, curator and co-founder of the Underground Railroad Museum in
Belmont County started the museum with his late wife more than two decades ago.
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TIME TO ‘SHINE
Prohibition favorite enjoys a comeback

H

Story by MICHAEL POWELL | Photos by NICKOLAS OATLEY
ooch. Mash liquor. Mountain dew. Known
by many names, moonshine is one of the
oldest and most famous spirits in the
U.S. Its flavor is distinctly sweet and deceitfully
potent. And today, moonshine maestros like Brian
St. Clair, owner of Hocking Hills Moonshine in
Logan, continue to perfect its recipe. Southeast
Ohio spoke to St. Clair for the scoop on how white
lightning happens.
GET STARTED
In 2010, Gov. John Kasich signed a bill that
allowed permits for distilling moonshine whiskey.
However, the distillation of moonshine for personal
consumption is still illegal. According to St. Clair,
becoming a lawful distiller requires obtaining special permits from the federal and state governments,
filling out what seems like hundreds of documents,
paying expensive application fees, registering with
the Secretary of State, applying for a federal ID
number, hiring an attorney and finding the right
building. Lastly, makers have to submit their recipes
for the state’s approval.
But that is not all. The key to a good whiskey
is a clean source of mineral-rich water, St. Clair
explains. Jack Daniel’s did not get where it is today
by using water from the tap. What makes Hocking
Hills Moonshine products special is a private water
source. Limestone caverns filled with groundwater
lie beneath the St. Clair family farm. “Water is key
and we have our own water source,” St. Clair says.
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“That’s invaluable. I can tell you the recipe for our
moonshine, but you can’t make it.”
A lot has changed in the world of moonshine since
it first earned its name following the start of Prohibition with the Volstead Act of 1919. For example,
distillers no longer use methanol to make whiskey,
so they do not have to worry about going blind. Also,
when St. Clair makes moonshine deliveries, he does
not need to hide under the cloak of night, driving
a souped-up Model T to outrun Prohibition agents
(although the business does have a 1930 Plymouth
with a few bullet hole stickers parked outside). Yet,
one aspect of moonshining that has remained the
same is the “still.”
Hocking Hills Moonshine returns to its roots with
a setup similar to ones employed by the original
moonshiners. St. Clair uses two 100-gallon stainless
steel tanks. Sixty feet of copper pipes descend from
the top of the tanks into old wooden barrels filled
with cold water. It is a design passed down through
generations of moonshiners.
“We do a lot of low-tech stuff. There’s no charm in
modern equipment,” St. Clair says.
GET COOKIN’
The people of Southeast Ohio have been making
moonshine with corn, sugar and yeast since the early
days. When done correctly, the recipe produces a
sweet, fragrant flavor that gives moonshine part of
its appeal. St. Clair says the sugar, yeast and crackedcorn are mixed with the mineral water, then stirred

MORE INFO
Thinking about visiting
a moonshine distillery?
HOCKING HILLS
MOONSHINE
519 E. Front St.
Logan, OH 43138
(740) 603-4483

STRAITSVILLE SPECIAL
MOONSHINE
105 W. Main St.
New Straitsville, OH 43766
(740) 394-2622

BELOW | Brian St. Clair and
employees prepare bottles for sale.

ABOVE | Knickknacks create an atmosphere that is reminiscent of old-school
moonshiners.
OPPOSITE PAGE | Hocking Hills Moonshine crafts a flavor for everyone.

for a couple minutes each day. The mash will eventually “ripen,” as the yeast stops producing alcohol.
Next, St. Clair says, the mash is poured into the
still, which is locked airtight and heated. The mixture
begins to vaporize as it gets hotter, forcing steam up
through the copper pipes. The steam spirals down
copper pipes where it is “shocked” by the cool water,
returning to its original liquid form and dripping into
a collection barrel.
Not all levels of liquid in the barrel are created
equal. At the top is the tail end, the least potent part
of the barrel. Moonshine makers separate this from
the higher-proof, good stuff.
Finally, mason jars or growlers provide authentic
vessels for storing moonshine.
Hocking Hills Moonshine knows its product. They
boast a 90-, 120- and 151-proof Buckeye Thunder
moonshine that come in flavors such as blackberry,
raspberry, granny apple and more.
“I was intrigued by the moonshine, perhaps
because I love strong single-malt scotch,” Margery
Cobb, a Hocking Hills Moonshine customer, wrote
in an email. “I would definitely recommend it to a
friend. And I have!”
Southeast Ohio has a long history with moonshine. It has been distilled here for more than a
hundred years, and its recipe perfected by distilling
pros. If you are looking for a taste of some oldfashioned moonshine and a sense of its place in
history, head to Hocking Hills Moonshine in downtown Logan.
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AN ECO-SWEET

ESCAPE
Story By SYDNEY DAWES | Photos by HALDAN KIRSCH
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PHOTO | The solar panels on location
power multiple parts of Georgetown
Vineyards in Guernsey County.
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Welcome to Georgetown Vineyards, an
eco-conscious destination that features
a winery, pizzeria and micro-brewery

F

or John Nicolozakes, wine started out as a
hobby. He is a man of many talents, after all.
Not only does he own and manage Cambridge’s
only trucking company, but he also acts in commercials and short films.
This hobby, however, has transformed into a
large-scale operation that features a wine shop, a
pizzeria and micro-brewery. Georgetown Vineyards
is a romantic and feel-good destination in Guernsey
County. It’s also a business that thrives on social consciousness and sustainability.
2 6 | So ut h e ast O h io

John began planting vines at its Georgetown Road
location in 1998, and he continues to care for Georgetown Vineyards with the help of his wife, Kay, and
their two children, Emma and Sam.
The Nicolozakes family has owned and operated
the business since its beginning: John maintaining
his role as the vintner, Emma overseeing public relations, payroll and graphic design, and Sam acting as
the wine shop’s general manager.
The strong family ties roll into the warm and lively
spirit of the vineyard. A child carrying a pizza slice

PHOTO | John, Georgetown Vineyards’ founder
and Nicolozakes patriarch,
stands by the white fence
that encircles the vineyard.
RIGHT | Georgetown customers split a customized
pizza, along with a basket of
cheese cubes and grapes.

ABOVE | Customers at the vineyard often opt to buy wine by the bottle.

tottles behind his grandmother. Mindy, the family
schnauzer, guards the entrance, anticipating the
influx of people who arrive in the evenings to listen
to bluegrass performers or smooth jazz. The vineyard’s rescue cat, Miles, prowls around the premises,
eyeing customers as they pull out their phones to take
pictures of his lion-esque haircut for Instagram and
Facebook.
People come for good reason: Georgetown Vineyards is a photo-worthy destination. Dotted with
colorful umbrellas and lined in white fences, the area
is described by John as having an atmosphere reminiscent of a “classical Italian countryside.” The wine
shop and pizzeria sit atop a hill overlooking Cambridge–a sight many customers love.
“Everybody comes here for the view,” says customer Jana Cowden, a Cambridge resident, as she

places her glass of Chardonnay on the white patio
table. “The music in the evenings also attracts a lot
of people.”
The vineyard hosts multiple events open to the
public, aside from the summertime live music. Wine
and painting gatherings, as well as cooking tutorials
from local chefs, attract many people inside Guernsey
County to the vineyard, according to John. However, Georgetown Vineyards doesn’t host weddings
or large parties. John says the large parties will not
mix with the open-concept layout of the vineyard.
According to John, Emma spearheaded the business’s partnership with the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). “I just happened to come across the
EPA website and since we already had a wind turbine,
I thought the partnership might be a good fit,” Emma
states in an email.
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LEFT | Georgetown Vineyards’ wine
shop along with Miles, the family cat,
greet arriving customers.
PHOTO | Kristin Hoffman enjoys an
evening glass of wine.

The Green Power Partnership, created in 2001,
is a program that educates and assists over 1,300
companies wishing to power their facilities with
alternate energy forms and reduce their corporate
carbon footprint.
Georgetown Vineyards has operated since 2009
using a 10 kilowatt Bergey wind turbine, which took
almost three months to install, Emma says. Two
years later, they installed a 20 kW solar array, which
consists of 90 panels. These green-energy generators are used to power a pizzeria, a micro-brewery
and a wine shop. Another 10 kW solar array powers
the family’s small cabin on the outskirts of the vineyard. “We currently produce approximately 40,000
kilowatt-hours of green power annually, and use all
of it!” Emma says. That’s enough energy to power
almost three American homes, according to the business’s website.
The family business does more than utilize alternate energy in hopes of not operating wastefully.
2 8 | So ut h e ast O h io

John explains that to water plants and flowers
surrounding the vineyard, they reclaim water into
cisterns attached to downspouts. The rainwater collected is stored in tanks and used for the upkeep of

We currently produce approximately
40,000 kilowatt-hours of green
power annually, and use all of it!”
EMMA NICOLOZAKES
the surrounding flora. “This water isn’t drinkable,”
John says with a light chuckle. “But we don’t have to
use city water. We have wells and rainwater.”
Sam says the company has evolved slowly over
time, but it has witnessed a crescendo in change
within the last three years. 2017 has been particularly successful. “At the beginning of the summer, we

didn’t know what to expect,” he says, adding it was
the best summer for business yet.
In fall 2015, Georgetown Vineyards opened its first
brick oven, thus introducing its locally iconic woodfired pizza. A year later, they installed an outdoor
pizza oven to expand production. Guests gravitate
toward “The Classic,” cheese and pepperoni on a thin
crust. The pizzeria also offers Hawaiian, Meat Head,
Brunch and Mexican styles.
Southside Brewing Co., created by the Nicolozakes
family in 2016, is operated by two brewers and offers
multiple kinds of beer. The brew house is hidden
from public view. Beverages can be purchased on tap
by the pint, a mini-growler or a growler. John says
the most popular beer on tap is usually the Summer
Wheat, a seasonal beverage, and the Red Ale. Southside Brewing has been a successful business venture
thus far, according to John. “By March of 2017, we
surpassed our sales from last year,” he says.
Georgetown Vineyards boasts bountiful sales for

its wine selection, both in store and online. Dry,
medium-sweet and sweet wines line the shop shelves.
Its most popular wine, according to both John and
Sam, is the Concord. The sweeter wines are often
flavored with fruit: cranberry, blackberry, raspberry
and Ohio apple, to name a few. John says the vineyard produced more grapes than expected this year,
attributing the large yield to the mild spring. Shipping of wine bottles is offered to 35 states.
Customers at Georgetown Vineyards are often
first-time visitors, Sam says, adding, “Sometimes
you don’t pay attention to what’s in your backyard.”
The business has its share of local customers, too,
but people often travel from other counties to soak
in the classic atmosphere and the expansive view of
Cambridge, with its rolling hills and old churches
peeking over the horizon. Sam even met customers
visiting from France, who enjoyed a gleaming glass of
Concord as the wind turbine towered overhead and
the solar panels soaked in the sun’s rays.
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Donna’s Llamas

Once considered exotic, these lovable creatures go
mainstream with help from Somerset’s Timberlane Llamas

S

Story by CRISTINA SICARD | Photos by FRANCESCA BENEDETTO
ome 30 years ago, two educators from Cleveland, Ohio, took a vacation during spring break
to Florida. Donna and Jack Moore were on
their way to retirement after teaching for 30 years.
He was a superintendent and she was an English
teacher. Jack’s health was declining, and the couple
wanted to enjoy some time together. While visiting Cypress Gardens, they saw a fluffy, tiny animal
lying defenseless near the fence. It had no mother
or companion.
Born and raised on a farm in Perry County, Donna
knew the baby animal should not be by itself. She
turned to talk with Jack, but he wasn’t there. He
was still standing over by the fence, transfixed by the
baby llama.
“I said, ‘Jack’—I’m going to bawl telling you this—
‘Why are you looking at that animal?’ And he said,
‘That’s the most beautiful animal I’ve ever seen in my
life.’ And then the next thing he said to me changed
our entire life. He said, ‘We’re going to raise them.’’’
Donna recalls asking, nervously, “Well, what
is it?”
ABOVE | Harmony, Donna Moore’s newest baby llama, loves attention.
“I have no idea,” Jack shrugged.
About a week later, Jack sold their Cleveland life. You come out and you grab one, and you just cry
house to the first people who walked through it. They and cry into their neck, and then you get it out of your
system. And then you’re okay. You go about your life.
were going to the country.
And you go, well, I can live another day.”
These pioneers didn’t know it at the time, but they
Jack had been an industrial arts teacher in Clevewould soon be educating others across the country
land.
Had Donna married a math or biology teacher,
about these wooly creatures. They had no idea they
she
says,
they probably wouldn’t have all these beauwould show llamas at the state fair for close to 30
tiful
buildings
because they couldn’t have afforded
years. They didn’t know they would eventually be
it.
A
barn
for
the
females, sheds for the males and a
inducted in the Ohio State Fair Hall of Fame in
llamazine,
a
pickup
truck with a wooden carrier—all
July 2017.
were
built
by
Jack.
But first, they needed to build a farm.
Over the years, Donna and Jack took the llamas on
Today, hidden behind the trees, a gravel lane
close
to 350 visits to schools, nursing homes, parades,
leads to 25 acres of llama paradise. This is Timberweddings
and funerals. And taking the llamas around
lane Llamas in Somerset, the Perry County farm
wasn’t
much
of a hassle for Donna. The llamas can
Donna and Jack built themselves. It took 17 years
jump
three
feet
into the llamazine and kush, or lie
to clear and build llama heaven. The only equipdown
like
cats,
for
an entire trip. They can navigate
ment they initially had was a push mower and a pair
steps
and
they’re
potty-trained
from birth. A llama
of hand clippers. The educators were rebuilding
goes
to
the
bathroom
on
a
communal
dung pile that
and re-educating themselves; this time the subject
the
herd
has
already
made.
was llamas.
At the time, llamas were not well-known in the
Following Jack’s death in 2004, Donna continued
states—they
were slowly emerging from the West to
to manage the farm. “Had I not had llamas when Jack
the
East.
Individuals
like William Randolph Hearst,
died, I probably would not have lived, to be honest
who
built
the
nation’s
largest newspaper chain,
with you,” Donna recalls. “I had so much pain in my
had
traveled
to
South
America
and saw magnifiheart; I knew I was going to die. The llamas saved my
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cent llamas, requesting they be delivered to his San
Simeon estate in California.
Donna realized she needed an education on llamas
as she wasn’t sure where to find them. Once they
moved into town, Donna went to the county extension office asking for llamas.
“What are they?” they asked.
When they weren’t fixing up the farm, Donna
and Jack traveled to Pennsylvania looking for baby
llamas, called crias. Soon they found two they wanted.
They couldn’t bring the babies home yet because
they were only a few months old. On Sundays,
Donna paid no attention to the minister. Instead, she
whipped through the Bible trying to come up with
llama names.
When the two llamas Donna found in Pennsylvania were 5 months old, the breeder delivered
them. “I stood there and I just cried. I cried because
this is better than I imagined. They were beautiful;
they were precious. And I knew whatever my life
was going to be, it was going to do something with
llamas,” Donna says.
Timberlane Llamas was one of the first llama
farms in the state of Ohio. “Jack and I actually were
getting in on the infancy of the llama industry,” she
says. And being teachers, the couple wasn’t afraid to
ask questions.
Their learning took them on travels west, going
from one convention to the next. Having little money,
Donna and Jack couldn’t pay the registration fee,
but they were willing to guard the animals at night.
They were appreciative to be there and learn from

the experts. They became students of good confirmation, or what makes a winning llama: an arched
neck showing pride, correct tracking, a pleasing face
and banana ears. The duo became so knowledgeable
about llamas—breeding, birthing, nutrition and fiber
uses—that they were asked to teach other people
about llamas in the eastern part of the U.S.
Early on, they contacted the Ohio State Fair,
dreaming of being one of the first to showcase llamas.
They were told the animals would only be deemed
domestic if a moat or an 8-foot fence were built
around their farm.
People worried that exotic animals carried diseases that could potentially be passed on. For half
a day, Donna and Jack educated staff at the Department of Agriculture in Columbus, and the status from
exotic to domestic for llamas changed in the weeks
that followed. In 1988, Donna and Jack brought the
first llama show in the world to Columbus.
At 73 years of age, Donna acknowledges she’s “getting kind of old to be throwing around bales of hay
and stacks of feed.” But she believes physical work
helps you live longer.
She plans to operate Timberlane Llamas until she
finds the right people to take over.
But that’s the future. Today is what Donna calls a
perfect llama day. The temperature isn’t scorching.
Just a couple fans buzz throughout the barn, creating
a cool environment.
Ever the learner, educator and caretaker, Donna
adores her animals. It’s what she and her husband
called “llama love.”

BELOW | Moore shows off the llamas at her Perry County farm. Spring is the busiest time of the year for sales. Customers purchase them as guard
animals, for their fiber and for children’s 4H projects.
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HOOKED
The sport of fishing reels in families

Story by JORDAN HORROBIN | Photos by ALEX DRIEHAUS

A

picture-perfect snapshot of fishing is here—a sunny
Sunday afternoon on the banks of Hocking County’s Lake
Logan, where a young family of four takes advantage of
the unseasonably warm late-September weather.
The family decided to stop here after church, on its way home
to Pomeroy. Both parents had fished on occasion in their youth
and now they’ve passed the experience along to their pre-teen
kids. The son, eager to a fault, wades waist-deep in the translucent water. The daughter, using a plastic stick instead of a
conventional fishing rod and reel, catches a 5-inch bluegill. She
wants to let him free and start over, to regain the thrill of feeling
the nibble on the end of the fishing line.
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PHOTO | Some parts of Clear Creek in Hocking County
are shrouded by trees and offer quiet fishing spots.
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ABOVE | Some of the most popular catches in Southeast Ohio
include pike (top), rainbow trout (middle) and largemouth bass
(bottom). Illustration: Wikimedia Commons.

“He can’t get off!” she says, urging her father to
help. The bluegill writhes gently, its blue and yellow
scales shimmering in the sun. The balled-up bread
that baited this fish is gone now, leaving behind only
the problematic hook. As the daughter stands with
her captive, the father rummages through his tackle
box in search of a solution. He settles on a pair of
skinny pliers. Propping open the fish’s mouth with
his gloved left hand, the father clips the fishing line
and removes the hook. Then he walks to the lake’s
edge and releases the bluegill—watching as it swims
away purposefully. Crisis averted. A collective sigh of
relief, and now the fun can begin again.
Fishing, at its core, is a family affair. From an early
age, young fishers learn what it takes and what makes
it fun. Southeast Ohio boasts plenty of fishing holes
to explore, enabling residents to build upon or begin
a fun family tradition.
***
In the basement of Ohio University’s Parks Hall
building, Jeffrey Creamer looks up at family photos
pegged to his cubicle wall. Below the pictures, Creamer’s desktop computer flashes with images of him
holding fish of all sizes and species he’d caught in
Southeast Ohio in the past year.
“I plan on taking him fishing at some point,”
Creamer says of his 19-month-old son, Bradley. “If
it’s something that he likes and wants to continue
doing, that’s great. If not, it’s not.”
Creamer is a multimedia specialist at the univer3 4 | So ut h e ast O h io

sity. In his free time—typically a three or four hour
block on Saturday mornings—he’s an avid fisher who
likes to cast a line in many of the region’s nearby
rivers and streams.
He started as a 4-year-old, when his dad and his
grandfathers took him out regularly. As an undergraduate at OHIO, he went on fishing and camping
trips in West Virginia with friends and took up
fly-fishing. Thanks to internet research and YouTube tutorials, he now makes his own fly-fishing bait.
Using materials such as rabbit and fox fur, the bait
moves through the water like small fish.
But Creamer understands that telling his son what
he knows about fishing will only go so far to drum
up interest. Baiting a hook and waiting for a bite is
the only way to truly know if the desire is there in
his youngster.
“Like I said, there’s a ton of information on the
internet,” Creamer says. “But at some point there
has to be an exposure or a kind of want to, as far as
getting out there and doing it.”
When it’s time, Creamer says he will likely take his
son to White’s Mill, a well-traveled spot on the Hocking River in Athens. When trying to come up with
exactly how many types of fish are catchable in that
area, Creamer wrote down 20 species on a Post-it
note —everything from perch and pike, to muskie and
channel catfish.
“The joke is it’s kind of like Forrest Gump’s line:
It’s like a box of chocolates,” he says. “You never
know what you’re gonna get.”
***
David Descutner lost one of his “favorite fishing
buddies” when his grandnephew graduated from
OHIO. Descutner fishes mostly by himself now,
often walking along the banks of the Hocking River
or wading into its shallow regions. Despite the Hocking’s frequently murky water, Descutner insists it’s
a great place to fish. In Athens, where a paved path
follows the river, he likes to bike alongside the water’s
edge with just his fishing pole and a backpack. Some
of the best places on the river are inaccessible by car,
he says.
Descutner, an OHIO administrator, has racked
up five decades of fishing experience. He spent his
childhood living in river towns: first in Crucible,
Pennsylvania, along the Monongahela River, and
then in Midland, Pennsylvania, along the Ohio River.
Now at home in Athens, he’s a stone’s throw from
the Hocking.
As is true for most fishers, Descutner’s dedication
to the sport was bred at an early age. Without the
early exposure, there’s no telling whether he would
have taken to fishing the way he has.
“There’s not that many people I run into anymore
who are younger, let’s say [college] age, who are
interested in fishing if their dad or their uncle didn’t
fish,” he says. “It’s more typically a family thing.”
The best way to stir interest in fishing is to go

PHOTO | Hemlocks and sycamores are among the tree species that line the water’s edge at Clear Creek.

catch some fish. And some of the best times to go
are after the Ohio Department of Natural Resources
has stocked some of the region’s fisheries, particularly with rainbow trout. The ODNR identifies 15
stocking sites in southeast Ohio, including Athens
County’s Dow Lake and Lawrence County’s Vesuvius
Lake, where it releases rainbow trout between March
3 and May 21. Across the state, more than 100,000
rainbow trout were stocked in 64 public lakes and
ponds last year.
“You take [young men and women] out there with
trout bait—they’re gonna catch fish,” Descutner says.
“And trout are beautiful. You pull your first rainbow,
you think, boy this is really fun.”
***
Growing up in Minnesota, coined the “land of
10,000 lakes,” Harold Perkins lived within a 50-mile
radius of nearly a hundred lakes.
Moving to Athens, he had fewer options. But Perkins, an associate geography professor at OHIO, has
come to find some spots he enjoys. He used to take his
son, Collin, who is now grown and back in Minnesota,
to Lake Snowden, Lake Hope and Dow Lake to catch
bass and bluegills. “They’re really easy to catch,” Perkins says. “There’s tons of them and anyone can pick
up a beginner basic spinning rod and reel, put a worm
on the hook and catch bluegills until you’re blue in
the face.”
Now he and his wife, Katie, are avid fly fishers, who
count Hocking County’s Clear Creek as one of their
favorite spots. Clear Creek runs colder and clearer
than most other rivers in the region, Perkins says.
The water, with 3-foot visibility in some areas, flows
slowly above a rocky bottom and meanders between
forested hills. One turn off U.S. Route 33 leads to
the narrow, two-lane Clear Creek Road, which runs
parallel to most of the creek. Virtually everywhere
along the roadside is fishable.

Perkins fishes Clear Creek in the spring, fall and
milder parts of winter. He has caught as many as 20
fish there in one day—though most fall under the
12-inch mark, which is the minimum size for largemouth, smallmouth and spotted bass that fishers are
allowed to keep. That’s no problem for Perkins, who
is a vegetarian and prefers to release what he reels in
so the fish can “lead their fishy lives.”
With an expansive, twisty stretch of water
shrouded by hemlocks and sycamores, Clear Creek
offers privacy and peacefulness. Perkins says he’s
never run into other fishers there even though he
knows it’s a well-known area. The creek is home to
bluegills and channel catfish, as well as smallmouth
bass and brown trout when the Ohio Division of Wildlife stocks the water in springtime. “It was a really
low-pressure, relatively easy place to get in and out
of,” he says. “It was just a really good place to learn.”
Perkins is already excited to take his son Harvey,
who is just 7 months old, out to fish when he’s ready.
Both Perkins and Katie are avid outdoors people—
with fishing, hiking and camping—so they are hopeful
Harvey will share their enthusiasm.
Fishing, in Perkins’ mind, is a tool for “experiential education.” No video game or documentary can
replicate the physical feeling of hooking a fish, handling it and releasing it back to the water. By the time
Harvey turns 3 or 4, he will likely be out at one of the
region’s fishing spots with a youth spin caster, with
his dad close by, who wants his son to find the same
joy in a popular Southeast Ohio pastime as he did. “I
think if you want young people to enjoy this kind of
stuff, you have to do it from the get-go,” Perkins says.
“Otherwise they just sort of miss the bus.”

LOOKING FOR GREAT FISHING MUSIC?
Visit our website for a complete playlist at
SoutheastOhioMagazine.com.
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Classic Nights

For a slice of Americana, drive to the Skyview Theatre

Story by WILL EDMONDS | Photos by ERIN CLARK

A

t the Skyview Drive-In movie theatre, a bright white and seamless
screen towers over a field of white
and orange poles, defiantly standing the
test of time. The scent of fresh warm buttery
popcorn flows throughout the gravel parking lot as Elvis’ “Hound Dog” rocks through
the air. Children run and play in the grass
under the screen as parents unload chairs
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and blankets. Some tune their car radios to
the theatre’s frequency, but most attach a
speaker to their window sill. A voice comes
over the airwaves to announce that the
show will be starting soon. Patrons scurry
into their places, and the national anthem
plays out, surprising the uninitiated. A
pause...then the movie begins.

PHOTO | Cars snag prime spots before the start of
Friday night’s movie showing at the Skyview DriveIn Theatre in Lancaster.
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ABOVE | The LEGO Ninjago Movie plays at Skyview Drive-In.

ABOVE | Owner Walt Effinger laughs with concession manager Amy
Cenci during a lull between movies.

ABOVE | A customer waits eagerly at the counter for her popcorn before watching The
LEGO Ninjago Movie.

For the last 69 years this is how every show has
begun. The Skyview Drive-In Theatre in Lancaster
has been entertaining area residents for the better
part of the past century with its throwback hit songs,
expansive yet inexpensive menu and one-of-a-kind
viewing experience.
Constructed in 1948 by the late Carlos Crum, the
theatre is now the only drive-in left in Southeast
Ohio. The next closest theatres are the South DriveIn in Columbus and the Starlite Drive-In in Amelia.
The Skyview is also one of about 400 drive-ins still
operating in the U.S., down from 4,000 in the 1950s
heyday of the drive-in theatre, and one of two in the
country built with slate screens.
The Skyview’s long tenure is due to the care and
passion that owner Walt Effinger brings to the job,
and that enthusiasm has spread throughout the
community. The drive-in brings in viewers from
both inside and outside Lancaster, despite the
growth of indoor theatres.
Jason and Tammie Laskowski have been bringing their girls to Skyview for a few years now. Tammie says it is a fun activity that she enjoys being able
to take her kids to. Jason has been coming to Sky-
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view since he was a kid and loves the nostalgic feeling of it all, saying how he wants to share that with
his children.
David and Kendra Haynes are also regulars at
the theatre. Kendra started coming while she was
still in high school and began bringing her kids
three years ago. David has been a customer for the
last 10 years and is visiting for the third time this
summer. They both point out how the best part
of coming to Skyview is the safe, clean environment, and David adds that there is not a better
deal due to the low cost of admission and the cheap
menu prices. Perhaps the biggest fan, though, is
its owner.
All Effinger has ever wanted to do with his life is
own a drive-in. The son of a projectionist, Effinger
began learning the craft in junior high school, officially being hired at Skyview while in high school.
Crum’s assistant taught him the ways of splicing
movies and operations management. Effinger eventually became the manager of the concessions stand.
He became the owner of Skyview when Crum, due to
his failing health, decided to sell.
“He [Crum] wanted to sell it to someone who

ABOVE | Cierra Aber and Shane Alterio get comfortable in the back of their truck before Friday night’s movie showing.

would keep it going,” Effinger says. “So I said, ‘That
would be me.’”
Effinger has turned his dream of owning a drivein into reality. His success stems from his desire to
respect the history of the theatre while growing the
business. Standard practices include showing quality movies in a safe environment.
“We show first-run movies, two features, and we
try to show something for everybody’s appeal and
keep it very family friendly, safe, enjoyable,” Effinger says. “We want everyone to come out and have
a good time.”
GOING DIGITAL
Effinger tries to keep everything about his drivein as similar to its original opening day as possible.
The biggest change was the choice to go digital six
years ago. Costing about $120,000, the overhaul
was financed completely by Effinger.
Skyview is a member of the United Drive-In Theatre Owners Association (UDITOA), and D. Edward
Vogel, administration secretary of the association,
says the common industry practice is to sign a contract with a film distributor. The contract is called

ONE OF A KIND
Effinger says Carlos Crum used
“nothing but the best” when he
constructed the theatre, using
slate instead of wood and steel
to make the screen along with an
unknown coating.
The result is a screen that
registers 26 foot-lamberts, a
measure of brightness. Most
drive-ins are happy with 10-12
foot-lamberts, Effinger says.
Maintenance is minimal. In
fact, the screen has only needed
to be repainted three times since
the theatre opened in 1948.
Skyview’s slate screen is one of
only two in the country.
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ABOVE | Joseph Cenci, left, prepares food for customers at the Skyview.

a Virtual Print Fee, and the distributor agrees to
cover about 80 percent of the digital conversion. In
return, the theatre runs the distributor’s movies. Because the movies are shown in digital form instead
of film, shipping costs drop and more movies can be
shown, reimbursing the distributor in the long run.
However, Effinger felt more secure working on
his own.
Vogel remembers how UDITOA board members
were certain the switch to digital would tank the industry. “They kept predicting a decline,” Vogel says.
“In fact, it’s amazing. We lost very few drive-ins due
to digital.”
Going digital has dramatically changed the way
Effinger operates his theatre. Preparation ahead of
the show when Skyview was still operating with film
took about three hours because the movies had to
be spliced together to run smoothly. Now, it takes
about 40 minutes a week.
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“My hard part of the evening [pressing the ‘play’
button], right there,” Effinger says while standing at
the controls of the projector.
Movies arrive from his booking agency, Tri-State
Theatre Service, on hard drives and are downloaded to the projector. Effinger just has to press start
on his pre-programmed sequence, and the projector
does the rest of the work. First the music plays, followed by a short PA announcement that the movie
is about to begin and the national anthem. Then the
movies play in order. It even turns itself off.
Drive-in theatres like Skyview are not going anywhere despite the shifting trend to digital viewing.
They remain nostalgic stops for adults who want to
feel like kids again and serve as communal entertainment centers. Fortunately for Southeast Ohio
residents, passionate owners like Effinger are keeping the legacy alive.

STABLE FAMILY
Looking to adopt? This farm finds homes
for horses, dogs and even ducks
Story by ALLIE WHITE | Photos by NATASCHA TOFT

I

t all started with Red. Red
was a draft horse with a few
too many missing teeth to be
wanted anymore. In 2007, Red
was penned up at a horse auction
waiting to be sold. Sometimes,
the horses at auctions like the
one Red was at find their way to
a nice family and a good pasture.
Sometimes not.

PHOTO | Gretchen, the steady mare, takes Zack Bendler for a ride.
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ABOVE | Gretchen and her three puppy pals pose for a picture with Zack and Rachel Bendler.

Auctions like these are called slaughter sales for a
reason. With a bad set of teeth, Red was likely destined
to end up at a slaughterhouse in Canada where he would
become horsemeat. That was before Rachel Bendler
walked into the auction and bought Red for $10.
So really, it all starts with Rachel — Rachel and
husband Zack Bendler who co-own Bella Run Equine,
a nonprofit organization in Athens County dedicated
to “responsibly rescuing, rehabilitating and rehoming slaughter bound horses.” Their farm is a sort of
halfway house for horses, and as it turns out, other
abandoned pets as well.
LOVE ON THE FARM
Rachel is atop the barn working on the roof while
Zack talks. She is a tireless dynamo of motion. Once the
roof is assessed, she climbs down, hops in the Gator,
drives over to the hay bales and starts loading hay. Then
she delivers hay to the 30 or so horses scattered about
on her and Zack’s 37-acre farm. Having spent her whole
childhood riding horses, she is without a doubt a horse
person, at home with horses.
Zack gushes when he talks about Rachel. “How
Rachel is able to break through to animals that have
been done wrong by humans, cover up bad memories
with positivity—it’s a gift,” he says.
A true Western man, Zack wears his cowboy hat
and country button-up like he never left his native
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Oklahoma, where he first learned about horses. Like
the horses she so loves, Rachel saw a kindred spirit
looking for a home when she met Zack at a horse barn
in Athens. After Rachel took Zack to his first slaughter sale, and he saw all the quality horses headed to
slaughter, he was ready to give whatever he could to
help rescue the forsaken animals.
From 2007 to 2014, Zack leased land so that he
and Rachel would have room for the carousel of rescued horses coming and going. Both Zack and Rachel
left their former barn so Rachel could work full time
at Bella Run and Zack could contribute while keeping his landscaping business. What started with Red
grew into more and more horses. And what started
as a friendship between Zack and Rachel evolved
into marriage. In 2014, Zack purchased the farm they
own today.
A HELPING HAND
About 10 years ago, Rachel and Zack made another
great find: Trisken Emmert. A live wire, and local
school teacher, Emmert feels at home when she is
giving a voice to the voiceless. She is happy to talk
about her Bella Run volunteer duties with glee while
she munches chips and salsa at Casa Nueva, a favorite Athens restaurant.
“There’s a lid for every pot—I hope somebody
told ya that—we say that all the time,” Emmert says.

How Rachel is able to break
through to animals that have
been done wrong by humans,
cover up bad memories with
positivity—it’s a gift.”
ZACK BENDLER, farm owner
The three best friends use this saying to describe
the notion that every animal has a quality owner
out there, but the key is finding a good fit for both.
Emmert turned out to be a perfect fit for Bella Run.
She grabs another chip and proceeds to rattle off
too many Bella Run horse stories to remember.
She starts with Monarch, a beautiful 14-yearold bay thoroughbred. “Rach and I picked her [at
a slaughter sale]. On the way home we saw some
YouTube of her and she’s actually this phenomenal
eventing horse!” Emmert says.
Then there is Enzo, the Palomino pony Emmert
bought with the money she raised running in the
2016 Akron Children’s Health Marathon. And Poppy,
a chestnut quarter horse, who Emmert says has been
happily adopted by a little girl who uses him for
mounted shooting.
WOOF! BARK! QUACK?
Muppet is still awaiting a home, though. Muppet
is a lot smaller than Monarch, Enzo and Poppy. She
also barks. Yes, Muppet is a dog up for adoption
through Bella Run’s Farm Dog program.
Zack smiles when he talks about how the Farm
Dog Program got started a couple years ago. “Rachel
said to me, ‘Hey do you want these puppies?’ and I
said, ‘No!’ She said, ‘Yes!’ And within four hours she
had the four puppies paired with homes.”
Often people who adopt horses meet one of the
dogs while they are picking up their horse and end
up taking the dog home too, Zack says. He credits
the quick adoption rate at Bella Run for both dogs

and horses to Rachel’s incredible network of people.
“Without all the people that help her this would be
a terrible hoarding situation. She has a little army of
people,” Zack says.
There have been 10 puppies adopted from Bella
Run in the last eight months. In addition to rescuing puppies that have been abandoned, Zack and
Rachel will often rescue older dogs from Columbus
kill pounds—dog shelters that euthanize.
Tank, or Tanky Tank, as Emmert calls him, was a pit
bull mix that a family adopted from Bella Run. Tank was
nothing but trouble when he first came to Bella Run. But
Emmert showered him with affection so that by the time
he was adopted he was a certified rescue dog.
Of course, a farm would not be complete without
a few once neglected sheep and goats now happily
munching on grass, too. And, don’t forget Kevin and
Patrick, the ducks. They are quite the quackin’ pair.
Bella Run has enough cuteness—trotting, barking, and
quacking around—to outdo any basic puppy calendar.
BACK ON THE FARM
Zack looks out into the distance and scans his and
Rachel’s beautiful farm with hard-set eyes. By the
look of it, he is embracing the challenge of forging a
purposeful life.
When he first told people of their plan to start
Bella Run, he says, “A whole lot of people laughed
directly in our faces—good luck, see you when you
get some common sense.” Despite the usual setbacks,
Zack and Rachel remain unfazed by difficulties.
“The world needs your attention and they need it
right now. Let’s make caring cool again,” he says. Bella
Run, thus far, is flourishing and doing just that.
After all, to have a home is paramount, and the
family at Bella Run wants to give a home to all they
can. Out in the field a few sheep start to baa as Zack
rides his horse over to the cornfields. The pack of
dogs, all gathered together, bask under the picnic
table. Kevin and Patrick, the ducks, are tucked into
their shelter. Rachel keeps working because, really,
it all starts and ends with Rachel Bendler.

BELOW | Bella Run Equine owners Zack and Rachel saddle up sure-footed Gretchen.

SLAUGHTER STATS
•

•

•

More than 100,000 American horses are
slaughtered for horsemeat every year,
according to the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
They are slaughtered in Canada and Mexico.
The last slaughter factories in the U.S. were
closed in 2007.
Some 70-plus countries around the
world slaughter horses for meat.
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TALKING POINTS

Almost Home
At Serenity Grove, women guide each
other toward new beginnings

ABOVE | Board members speak with visitors at the Serenity Grove open house in late September. Photo by Adriana Navarro.

Story by ADRIANA NAVARRO | Photos by LEXI BROWNING

T

eresa G. still receives support from the women
who wrote to her twice a week while she was in
prison. She started receiving letters after joining a 12-step recovery program while serving time for
forgery and check theft that had funded her addiction. The women who wrote her had gone through
similar struggles with addiction.
“They’ve given me the strength to keep going,
you know,” she says. “Knowing that they all love me

ABOVE | The living room offers a comfortable setting for household meetings.
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and cared really meant a lot to me. Even when I’ve
gotten out, they’ve just all supported me.” Recently,
in Athens, a recovery house opened its doors to assist
women who have gone through the same struggle as
Teresa. Women who are passionate about helping
other woman created the new home, and their work
has inspired others in the county.
It’s been almost two years since the board for
the Serenity Grove Recovery House came together
to start planning a women’s recovery house. Teresa
and Janalee Stock were among them. The 317 Board
called the meeting, bringing together stakeholders
from all over Athens County to discuss housing for
women who were struggling with addiction. “The
resounding consensus was that the need is dire,”
Stock says.
A transitional recovery house for women hasn’t
existed in Athens until now. The Rural Women’s
Recovery Program, which provides residential housing during the program, is a treatment facility rather
than a transitional living setup like Serenity Grove.
Transitional housing is the stepping stone for women
coming from treatment, supporting them as they get
back on their feet without providing treatment. The

John W. Clem House, a recovery house for men in
Athens, is going on its 11th year.
“I think it always takes long to get services for
women,” says Sarah Webb, a clinical social worker
and an Ohio-licensed independent social worker.
She attributes one of the reasons to society’s
blaming women for serious social problems that
they find themselves in, such as domestic abuse or
drug addiction.
Teresa had to move away from her daughter in
Athens to live in a recovery house in Chillicothe. “I
know that if there had been a place for me to come
here, or if there had been one the first time that I got
out of that place, my chance of success would have
been way greater,” Teresa says.
In May 2016, Stock and a small group of women
joined forces to establish a house for women recovering from addiction. For about six months, the team
actively looked for a suitable house, closing last July
on the current house a few miles from downtown
Athens. The group formed an organization with
non-profit status in March 2017. Serenity Grove
can provide a temporary home for a total of eight
women, one being the house manager. There is not
a set amount of time women can stay, Stock says.
Webb isn’t involved in Serenity Grove, but she used
to work at the domestic violence shelter for women,
My Sister’s Place, in Athens and teaches social work
practice classes at Ohio University-Chillicothe. In her
time in social work, she has seen women stretch a
helping hand toward other women and extend support, as the letters helped Teresa. She says the help
these women offered transcended social barriers,
including age, class and ability.
“Any kind of barrier you could think of, [support]
did transcend that,” Webb says. Having a resource
and offering it to other women, “That’s empowering.”
Teresa can attest to that. “You’re their family.
There isn’t anything that we wouldn’t do for each
other,” she says. Buying groceries, finding housing

ABOVE | Each room will house two women to prevent isolation and
encourage peer support.

and locating work are a few of the ways the women
help each other. “Anything that they can do to try
and help another woman stay sober, but you know
what, working with another woman is keeping them
sober and is keeping me sober. Working together.
That person is just as important to my recovery as I
am to theirs. It’s a two-way street.”
The actions of these women are inspiring others.
After hearing Stock speak about addiction in his
Mapping the Future course, Ohio University student Zach Reizes decided to ask for donations to
Serenity Grove for his 21st birthday, a day typically
reserved for celebrating with a drink or two for the
first legal time. He says it is important to remember
that alcohol, like the other drugs that any Serenity
Grove resident might be trying to escape, is an addictive substance. In October, the Serenity Grove Board
hosted a fundraiser, selling 110 tickets and raising
just over $26,000.
Teresa is now a student at Ohio Christian University and wants to specialize in addictions counseling.
While studies now prevent her from serving on
the board, she is striving to make a difference with
her life.
Both her first husband and brother died from
drug use. Exactly a year after her
husband’s death, Teresa says she
overdosed by accident, but doctors
saved her life.
“It’s a living amends, you know,
is to stay sober for them,” she says.
“Me using wasn’t honoring anything about them. Then their lives
were for nothing, but today I could
live for everybody.”

LEFT | The board of women who started
Serenity Grove. Bottom row from left to right:
Elyse Chambers, Sheila Williams, Janalee
Stock, Margie Smith, Susan Evans and Frankie
Davenport. Back row from left to right: Betsy
Anderson, Jayne Darling, Cate Matisi and
Soozan Palsa. Photo by Christina DeGraw.
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WHAT’S YOUR STORY

INTO THE WILDS
Meet an animal expert who has
worked in the U.S. and abroad

Story by JORDAN HORROBIN | Photo provided by THE WILDS
ABOVE | Dr. Jan Ramer, shown here with gorilla Shamavu, has nearly 40 years of experience caring for animals as a veterinarian, animal keeper and
vice president of The Wilds.

A

cross several states and multiple countries, veterinarian Jan Ramer has built a successful career
caring for animals and working for the welfare and conservation of endangered species. Ramer,
from Indianapolis, has worked as a regional manager for Gorilla Doctors in Rwanda and an animal
keeper at Brookfield Zoo in Chicago, among other jobs. Now, she is the vice president of The Wilds, a safari
park and conservation center in Guernsey County. She gave Southeast Ohio a brief glimpse into her experiences through the years:

BECOMING A VET
“I was a keeper at the Brookfield Zoo in Chicago
for 10 years after [working at] the Indianapolis Zoo.
But during that time, I still really enjoyed working
with the veterinarians and thought about veterinary
medicine. … After a 12-year career as an animal
keeper, I decided to go to veterinary school. I did my
veterinary degree at the University of Wisconsin.”
GORILLA DOCTORS IN RWANDA
“We do work on individual animals as needed
when there’s a life-threatening injury or illness. But
we also used a ‘One Health’ approach. So we are very
aware that we can’t save gorillas without looking
after the health and welfare of people and animals
outside the park.”
JOINING THE WILDS
“[My daughter] announced in late 2014 that she
was going to have a baby and I was going to be a
grandmother. I needed to come back to be close to
my grandson. … So I moved from Rwanda to Ohio
in January 2015 and started my job here at
The Wilds.”
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TOUGH SITUATION
“One time I was up with a group [of gorillas]
called Ugenda. And Ugenda himself was the chief
silverback of that group, the chief leader. I was
looking at one of his daughters who had injured her
hand. He took exception to the fact that I was trying
to look at her through binoculars. He made a noise
that let me know he was probably going to charge,
and so I just put my head down and looked deferential. He charged, but he didn’t stop, and he sort
of stiff-armed me on the shoulders and I went flying
into the bushes. That really surprised me. I was not
hurt, and all he was doing was showing me that he
was in charge. … When I stood back up, he was fine.
We were appropriately deferential for the rest of the
visit, and all was well.”
CHALLENGES AND REWARDS
“I had a team of international veterinarians from
three countries that don’t necessarily get along, but
those veterinarians put all of that aside and became
a very, very dedicated, brave and cohesive team to
look after the gorillas in all three countries. That just
melted my heart. ... But really, the rewards of the job
far exceeded the challenges.”

Keeping You Off
the Sidelines

Is pain from an injury interrupting your life’s game plan?
At Holzer, keeping you moving is one of our most important goals. Through comprehensive and minimally invasive
surgical services, and an affiliation with Marshall Orthopedics, we offer you the most advanced services available at
multiple locations to ensure you receive outstanding care and experience restored or improved quality of life.
Our multi-specialty medical team offers:

• Orthopedic Surgery
• Joint Replacement
• Pain Management
• Podiatry
• Chiropractic Care

• Sports Medicine
• Therapy Services
• Complete on-site
digital diagnostic
imaging

Request an appointment!
1.855.4HOLZER (1.855.446.5937)
www.holzer.org/orthopedics

The Starting Lineup to
Keep You in the Game

Jason Cox, DO

Edwin Hissa, MD

Orthopedic Surgery, Orthopedic Surgery,
Joint Replacement
Joint Replacement

Athens

Steven Miller, MD

Charles

Orthopedic Surgery, Zierenberg, MD
Joint Replacement Orthopedic Surgery,
Sports Medicine

Jackson,
Gallipolis
Gallipolis
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E.W. Scripps School of Journalism
1 Ohio University Drive
Athens, OH 45701-2979

PHOTO | With their enormous eyes and ears, llamas
can sense a predator a mile away. Story on page
. 30.
Photo by Francesca Benedetto.
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